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A B S T R A C T   

The relatively high maintenance costs of the ballast track are related to the short lifecycle of the ballast layer. The 
current vertical ballast tamping technology (e.g., Plasser & Theurer, Matisa, etc.) causes high ballast destruction 
and is neither applicable for unconventional sleepers’ designs nor slab tracks. The side tamping method presents 
an alternative, ballast saving, and sleeper form independent ballast tamping technology. This paper compares the 
ballast layer compaction and its resistance to permanent settlements accumulation after the vertical and the side 
tamping methodologies. Scaled models of ballast layer and tamping units and scaled simulation with discrete 
element method (DEM) were applied for the comparison. In the laboratory tests, the ballast compaction along the 
sleeper was estimated using the measurements of elastic wave propagation. The settlements resistance for both 
tamping methods was estimated under the vibration loading. The tests’ results show 5–7% higher compactness of 
the ballast layer under the sleeper ends for the side tamping method. The settlement intensity of the ballast layer 
after the vertical tamping is higher than for the side tamping method. In discrete element modeling, the per-
formed laboratory tests were simulated. The compactness of the ballast bed, as well as the residual stresses, were 
determined in MATLAB. The side tamping technology provided five times higher residual stresses in the ballast 
layer below the sleeper than in the case of vertical tamping, which can be explained by the more stable and dense 
layer resulting from the side tamping ensures higher interlocking between the grains. The simulation of the wave 
propagation shows an influence of the residual stresses on the wave propagation velocities. The simulated wave 
propagation velocity was more than two times higher for the side tamping than for the vertical one.   

1. Introduction 

Today, mainly in the last decades, railroad transportation will have a 
significant role in development and civilization. In the 1800s and 1900s, 
more and more railway lines were constructed worldwide [1]. 

There were main tasks that had to be solved, e.g., developing the 
hauling force of the railway engines; continuously changeover to diesel 
and electric operation instead of steam hauling [2]; the increased need 
for speed on the railroads [3]; etc. Environmentally safe techniques and 
methods (decreased pollution, decreased demand for energy, use of 
renewable sources during operation, etc.), the economic solutions 
(optimized lifetime costings, etc.) came into the front [4]. 

Regarding the objectives as mentioned earlier, the following ones 

can be noted: use of damping courses and materials [5–7]; providig 
reduced stress in the track and beneath elements that proceed reduced 
deformation [8,9]; technologies that ensure specific work mechanisms, 
e.g., side tamping that doesn’t disrupt the compactness of ballast course 
beneath the sleepers [10]; developed methods and techniques provide 
lower dynamic impacts that can cause supplementary track defects 
(cracks, breakage, etc.) [11–13]; reducing the wear of rails and other 
parts of the track [14–18]; inspection and monitoring of railway infra-
structure [19–21], using of recycled and reclaimed materials [22], etc. 

There is another ‘trend’ considering railroad infrastructure devel-
opment: the enhancement of railroad networks regarding interopera-
bility across borders between states [23]. 

Railway track condition and the maintenance costs depend first of all 
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on the development of track geometric irregularities. The most influ-
encing cause of the irregularities is the inhomogeneous settlements of 
the ballast layer under the operation loading due to dynamic impacts, 
ballast compaction inhomogeneity, subgrade stiffness variation, etc. 
[24,25]. The accumulation of track geometrical irregularities over the 
demands of the admissible level cost expensive maintenance work and 
traffic hindrance. According to the studies [26,27], about 40% of its 
operating budget on track maintenance is related to ballasted track 
maintenance and renewal. The high ballast maintenance costs arise not 
only due to frequent corrective tamping with the average tamping cycle 
of about 40–70 million gross tonnes (Mt or MGT) [26] but also due to 
expensive ballast cleaning (in other words: ballast screening). 

There are two principal ways of mechanized track geometry 
correction: ballast tamping and mechanized and non-mechanized stone 
blowing technologies. In turn, the current ballast tamping methods that 
have found a practical application are based on the vertical and side 
tamping techniques. Most tamping machines worldwide exploit the 
vertical tamping technique that is usually implemented in the Plas-
ser&Theurer [28] and Matisa [29] tamping machines (Plasser&Theurer 
is an American, hence Matisa is a Swiss company; the first tamping 
machine was introduced in the 1960s). The vertical tamping technique 
uses tamping tines (in other words: i.e., tamping ‘hammers’) that are 
penetrated in the ballasted trackbed between the sleepers (see Fig. 1 (a1, 
a2)). The vibration and squeezing with and frequency approx. 35–40 Hz 
and pressure 11.5–12.5 MPa cause liquefaction of ballast material and 
void filling under the lifted sleepers (there were machines in the past 
which were able to lift and tamp only one sleeper at a time; after that, 
the common machines can solve this procedure with two sleepers 
simultaneously, since the 2010s there are machines with 3 and 4 
sleepers techniques already. Nowadays, the Plasser 09-4X machines and 
their subtypes are the quickest and most productive tamping machines). 

The side tamping technique applies wedge-shaped plates that are 
continuously moved on both sides along the railway track axis. The 
horizontal vibration causes the movement and compaction of crushed 
stone under the lifted sleepers. The side tamping method is still applied 
for the ballast tamping on the railways of CIS states (Commonwealth of 
Independent States) in the machine of type VPO (combined alignment, 
tamping, and ballast distribution) (see Fig. 1(b1, b2)) [30,31]. The stone 
blowing technology is based on air blowing of small stone particles 
underneath the voided sleeper. The method is applied by some railway 
companies in Great Britain, Spain, and the USA [24,32]. However, the 
technique uses heavily contaminated ballast tracks to prolong the life-
cycle until the next ballast screening. Moreover, the application of the 

usual tamping machines on the tracks is not efficient due to the rela-
tively high fine content below the sleepers. Therefore, the stone-blowing 
technology is not considered in the current comparative study. 

The vertical and the side tamping techniques have different advan-
tages and drawbacks. The vertical tamping method provides excellent 
geometrical quality, adequate ballast compaction, and high productiv-
ity. It can be used for ordinary track, as well as for switches and crossings 
(S&C). The key drawback is a high ballast material destruction (degra-
dation) during the tamping (i.e., the tamping hammers break the par-
ticles during the process). Many studies confirm a significant influence 
of vertical tamping on the ballast particles breakage, defragmentation 
[33,34]. The ballast particles breakage with several tamping causes the 
acceleration of ballast permanent settlements and finally demands a 
cost-expensive ballast cleaning. The high particle destruction is caused 
by a high contact pressure of the tamping tines on ballast stones in the 
process of penetration in the trackbed and squeezing operation [35,36]. 
Additionally, the vertical tamping technique can be used only on the 
track with standard, ordinary sleepers. 

The side tamping technique provides high productivity and low 
ballast particle breakage. This particle-saving tamping is caused by the 
low contact pressure of tamping units. The tamping can also be applied 
for slab tracks, and it should be mentioned that it is independent of 
sleeper type. The main disadvantage of the side tamping machine is that 
it is not an optimal tamping unit for geometrical corrective mainte-
nance. Another shortcoming is the resulting geometrical accuracy of the 
track position. A possible improvement of the ‘machine surfacing’ of the 
rail track is presented in the study [37]. Therefore, the machine is 
usually utilized after ballast replacement or screening, where high track 
lifting and productivity are necessary. A comparison of the vertical and 
horizontal tamping technologies is shown in Table 1 [24,38,39]. 

The influence of the tamping technology on the ballast compaction is 
presented in the theoretical studies [40–42]. The studies demonstrate 
the results of DEM modeling of different tamping methods and different 
sleeper support conditions. The results show the significantly lower local 
porosity in the ballast layer under the sleeper after side tamping than 
after the vertical tamping technique. In addition, side tamping provides 
much more homogenous sleeper support conditions that significantly 
reduce ballast contact pressure, as shown in the study [43]. 

The DEM is widely used to study the ballasted track of the railway 
[17,44–50]. Some studies [40–42,51] used the DEM to simulate the 
tamping process. The residual stress in the ballast bed using DEM was 
studied in [52], as well as [53] investigated the effect of ballast particles’ 
shape onto the ballast tamping and the lateral stability of the ballasted 
railway tracks using the discrete element method. [53] concluded that 
tamping significantly reduces (approx. with 40%) the lateral stability of 
the track, even if particles are quite angular and there are center-bound 
tie; flatness and elongation of a particle had only a minor effect on 

Fig. 1. The vertical and side tamping techniques (a1 – tamping machine Dy-
namic Stopfexpress (i.e., dynamic tamping express) 09-4X [24], a2 – vertical 
tamping unit of 09-4X [24], b1 – tamping machine VPO-3000 [30,31], b2 – 
horizontal tamping unit of VPO-3000). 

Table 1 
Comparison of the vertical and side tamping machines (based on [24,38,39]).  

Tamping machine Vertical tamping (Dynamic 
Stopfexpress 09-3X and 09-4X) 

Side tamping 
VPO-3000 

Maximal efficiency [m/h] 2000 (09-3X) 
2400 (09-4X) 

3000 

Maximal lifting for in one 
phase [cm] 

5 10 

Accuracy of geometry 
after tamping [mm] 

±1 ±2 

S&C tamping yes no 
Wide sleeper(ed) track 

tamping 
no yes 

Fine particles after 
tamping [kg/sleeper] 

1.6–3.9 0.6 

Contact area of tamping 
unit [m2] 

0.01 0.35 

Tamping units pressure 
[MPa] 

11.5–12.5 0.135  
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lateral stability since aggregate breakdown or degradation was not 
considered in their DEM analysis. 

[54] studied the effect of the tamping operation on mechanical 
qualities of ballast bed using DEM-MBD coupling method. They inves-
tigated the compactness of the ballast bed in different depths under the 
sleeper during the tamping process, i.e., lift, insert, squeeze and retract, 
and the contact forces and ballast motions. After the vertical tamping 
process, the highest compactness was observed even under the sleeper 
(+7.56%), and the lowest was related to the ballast top section between 
the sleepers (− 34.77%) – compared to the state(s) before tamping. The 
recommended ballast depth is 20 mm, according to the results of [54]. 
Similar results were driven by [55], who investigated the stress–strain 
condition below sleepers considering different train loadings. 

The comparison is performed with different criteria: the effectiveness 
of the ballast filling under the sleeper and the sleeper sides, residual 
stress distribution in the ballast bed after tamping, and ToF (time of 
flight) wave propagation. Wave and strain propagations are also applied 
in railroad engineering [56], e.g., determination of the dynamic 
response of the railway tracks. 

The objectives of this paper are:  

i) to estimate the ballast layer compaction after the vertical and side 
ballast tamping techniques using wave time of flight (ToF) 
measurements;  

ii) to explore the ballast settlement behavior after the tamping under 
the vibration loading of the sleeper;  

iii) a numerical comparison of the vertical and side tamping methods 
of the ballast bed with a discrete element model, and the wave 
propagation during these tamping processes. 

2. Methods and materials 

2.1. Experimental set-up of the ballast layer and ballast tamping methods 

The investigation is based on a scaled laboratory modeling of the 
ballast tamping supplemented by subsequent ballast settlement mea-
surements under vibration loading acted on the sleeper. A ballast ma-
terial is limited and ‘supported’ with fixed glass walls, and free front 
sides present the scaled model of the trackbed (see Fig. 2). The distance 
between the walls is 320 mm, and the thickness of the ballast under a 
sleeper is approx. 230–270 mm. The sleeper is presented with a steel H- 
profile with a length of 1000 mm and a width of 100 mm. The ballast 
material is a granite aggregate of 8/26 mm (dmin/dmax, i.e., the mini-
mum and maximum grain size). The vibration loading on the sleeper is 
produced by a servo-hydraulic test machine ZWICK HB 160. 

The glass walls allow the performance of the photogrammetric 
measurements of the particle flow during loading. The measurements of 
dynamic loading on the sleeper were vertical displacements, and ballast 
compaction distribution is executed and analyzed in the present paper. 

The ballast compaction distribution along with the sleeper after the 
vertical and the side tamping process is assessed using elastic wave ToF 
(time of flight) measurements. The measurements are carried out 
automatically with a developed microcontroller device that includes on 
the sleeper foot mounted three shakers and the multiple sensors under 
ballast aggregate along with the sleeper. The sensors were ten pieces of 
M1-M10 MEMS type analog accelerometers ADXL355 appended with 
electronic analysis modules. A detailed description of the measurement 
method is presented in the paper [57]. Different from the measurements 
summarized in the paper, the current measurements allow to perform 
the measurements without sleeper removal and during the loading of the 
sleeper. 

2.2. The models of ballast tamping units 

The scaled models of the vertical and side tamping units are devel-
oped. The models provide the transportation of the ballast material in 
the zone under the sleepers, similar to during machine tamping with 
vibration loading. 

The model of the vertical tamping unit consists of two frames with 
tamping hammers (see Fig. 3 (a, c)). The frames are moved one to 
another with the help of a scissors mechanism that is driven with a 
stepper motor rotating a screw thread. The stepper motor is powered 
and controlled by a programmable microcontroller and a stepper driver. 
The controller is programmed to move the tines with a translation mo-
tion of 4 cm and vibration one with 35 Hz. Thus, the cyclic motion is 
similar to sinusoidal. The tines are manually penetrated in the ballast 
layer and with a removed sleeper. 

The model of the side tamping unit is shown in Fig. 3 (b, d). This 
model, like the model for the vertical tamping, is driven with the stepper 
motor. However, the horizontal translational motion is higher than the 
vertical tamping model and corresponds to the real tamping unit. The 
height of the ballast moved with the vibration plate was considered in 2 
variants: 13 cm and 6 cm deep tamping. The second variant would 
correspond to the possible improvement of the present side tamping unit 
for the geometrical corrective tamping. The authors demonstrated the 
results for the first variant of side tamping in this paper. 

2.3. Calibration of the method for ballast compaction measurements 

The calibration was carried out to determine the relationship be-
tween the measured pressure wave ToF and ballast density. The cali-
bration was performed in the same experimental set-up but with a 
limited ballast box 320 × 270 × 270 mm (see Fig. 4) with three cases of 
compaction. Within each case, the wave velocity was measured and 
recorded. 

In the first case, the ballast layer had the lowest compaction (density) 
that was solved by a simple filling into the ballast box. The ballast 
compaction in the second case was produced with manual impacts on 

Fig. 2. The ballast layer model and the measurement system for compaction 
measurement: M1–M10 – MEMS accelerometers ADXL355; S1-S3 – electro-
magnetic shakers; Microcontroller ESP32 with TFT LCD module. 

Fig. 3. The models of the vertical (a) and the horizontal (b) tamping units, as 
well as the ballast transportation with tamping units (c – vertical tamping, d – 
side tamping). 
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the upper free surface. Thereby, the settlement from 27 cm to 25.5 cm 
was obtained. The maximal compaction of the ballast layer was reached 
in the third case after compaction with multiple layers of height about 7 
cm. The reached maximal ballast settlement was approx. 3.5 cm. The 
wave velocity and ballast density were calculated based on the cali-
bration measurements. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between wave ve-
locity and ballast density. The mean wave velocity for compacted ballast 
is 124.4 m/s, for the intermediate compaction, it is 237.14 m/s, and for 
the maximal, it reached 548.2 m/s. The corresponding ballast density is 
1478.75 kg/m3 for the uncompacted ballast, 1565.74 kg/m3 for the 
intermediate compaction, and 1698.99 kg/m3 for the maximal 
compaction reached. 

The received results of the ballast velocity calibration are similar to 
the same results of the other studies [57,58], where the pressure wave 
velocity in the crushed rock was measured between 100 m/s and 650 m/ 
s depending on its compaction degree. 

2.4. Numerical modeling of tamping processes and wave propagation 

The aim of the section is a numerical comparison of the vertical and 
side tamping methods of the ballast bed. A discrete element model is 
used for the simulation. 

Thus, the estimation in this study is produced using a DEM algorithm 
to simulate residual settlements of one sleeper in a ballast box under the 
tamping loadings of vertical (Fig. 5, top) and side (Fig. 5, bottom) cases 
in MATLAB [59]. The vertical tamping is produced by eight pairs of 
tamping tines that move both rotational and translational. The side 
tamping is depicted with two plates that translationally move the ballast 
under the sleeper ends. The movement is both rotational and trans-
lational. Both the tines and plated move together with vibration 35 Hz. 
The tamping begins after the sleeper is uplifted to 50 mm. The sleeper 
geometry corresponds to the B70 type sleeper. 

The particles form is simple ball(s) with the size standard distribu-
tion of 22.4–63 mm. The model’s mechanical parameters were derived 
with the model calibration to the accurate model with the natural form 
particles [60,61]. Thus, the applied model is dimension reduced one 
having the advantage of quick simulation that is important for the 
simulation the settlement accumulation requiring many loading cycles 
to receive the definite settlement intensities. The number of the particles 
is 29,788. The particle material properties correspond to the granite 
rock are the following: static friction 0.56, dynamic friction 0.54, 
restitution coefficient 0.72, bulk density 1700 kg/m3, Young Modulus 
50 GPa, Poisson ratio 0.3, rolling resistance 0.38. The sleeper and the 
subgrade properties are the following: static friction 0.56, dynamic 
friction 0.54, restitution coefficient 0.72, density 2650 kg/m3, Young- 
modulus 20 GPa, Poisson ratio 0.3. The rolling resistance model corre-
sponds to the elastic–plastic approach [62] that considers rolling radii, 
the tangential stiffness, rolling resistance coefficient, etc. The tangential 
force model is a Mindlin-Dersiewicz model. The normal force model is a 
Hertzian spring with viscous damping. 

Fig. 4. Calibration of the method for ballast compaction measurements: Case 1 – uncompacted ballast; Case 2 – intermediate compaction in one layer; Case 3 – 
maximal layer by layer compaction. 

Fig. 5. Ballast bed after the vertical (top) and side tamping (bottom) cycle.  
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Experimental measurements of ballast layer settlements after tamping 

The program of the experimental investigation consists of five phases 
of the ballast loading and the subsequent measurement of the wave 
velocities in the ballast under the sleeper. The five (loading) phases were 
as follows:  

1. Ballast bed filling with uncompacted ballast material (the same for 
the vertical and horizontal tamping).  

2. Tamping operation in the compacted trackbed.  
3. Vertical permanent loading on the sleeper 5 kN and 200 cycles of 40 

Hz sinusoidal cyclic loading with amplitude 1 kN.  
4. Vertical permanent loading on the sleeper 5 kN and 200 cycles of 40 

Hz sinusoidal cyclic loading with amplitude 2 kN.  
5. Vertical permanent loading on the sleeper 5 kN and 200 cycles of 40 

Hz sinusoidal cyclic loading with amplitude 5 kN. 

Phases 3–5 correspond to the stabilization of the ballast layer after 
tamping. Fig. 6 shows the ballast bed’s comparative loading and set-
tlement behavior for the vertical and side tamping. 

The ballast settlements in the third phase of the experiment were 3.8 
mm for the side tamping and 1.8 mm for the vertical one. The settle-
ments during the vibration loading are also considered. Both settlement 
lines demonstrate the decay of the settlement intensity. 

The fourth phase was characterized by unstable dynamic loading of 
the sleeper and, therefore, its influence on the settlement behavior. In 
general, the settlement intensity after both tamping cycles is about the 
same. The increase of the settlements after the 14 s of the vibration is 
related to the growth of the loading. The sleeper settlement after the 
vertical tamping was 7 mm; hence after the side one was 13 mm. 

In the last experiment phase, the dynamic loading was as high as the 
static part; the sleeper was completely unloaded. It causes intensive 

Fig. 6. Ballast settlements during the phases 3–5 of the experiment.  

Fig. 7. The velocities of wave propagation in the ballast layer after side tamping (a) and vertical tamping (b), as well as the stabilization phases.  
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settlements of the ballast layer. Different from the previous 2 phases, the 
ballast settlements for the vertical tamping were higher than for the side 
tamping method. The intensity of the settlement during the last vibra-
tion phase for the vertical tamping method was 2.6 mm/100 cycles; 
hence for the side tamping, it was 1.7 mm/100 cycles. The different 
ballast bed behavior in the last experiment phase could be explained 
with the influence of different factors: the local support of the sleeper at 
both ends during the vertical tamping, the different ballast compaction 
(and some loosening) related to the other tamping method. 

3.2. Experimental measurements of compactness of ballast layer after 
tamping 

Ballast layer compactness is determined after each of the five 
tamping cycles of the experiment. The ballast compaction after the first 
cycle for the most uncompacted ballast is considered the same for both 
tamping variants. Therefore, only vertical wave rays between the 
shakers and sensors are deemed to be shown in Fig. 2. The reduction of 
the ballast height after each loading cycle is taken into account for the 
wave velocity calculation. Fig. 7 depicts the wave velocities in the 
ballast layer under the ends of the sleeper and its middle point for the 
tamping methods and the subsequent stabilization. 

Both diagrams in Fig. 7 demonstrate a significant increase of wave 
velocities in the ballast layer after the tamping and stabilization phases 
compared to the uncompacted ballast layer. It should be noted that the 
tamping phases were performed at an already stabilized ballast layer. 
Thus, the tamping produces some reduction of the compactness. The 
mean wave velocity in the central part of the trackbed was 168.1 m/s for 
the vertical tamping and 180.4 m/s for the side one (1.00:1.073). The 
velocities increased to 209.4 m/s and 211.5 m/s, correspondings to both 
tamping methods after the ballast stabilization in phase 3 (1.000:1.010). 
The following phase 4 of the experiment provided a non-significant in-
crease in the ballast layer compactness under the sleeper’s middle part. 
The maximal wave velocity in the intermediate zone of the ballast layer 
after the vertical tamping was 227.9 m/s and 224.38 m/s for the side 
tamping (1.000:0.985). Thus, the compactness in the middle zone of the 
trackbed was almost the same for both tamping techniques. The com-
parison of the wave velocities under the sleeper center and its ends for 
both tamping methods is demonstrated in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the wave velocities in the ballast layer depending on the 
ballast zone and tamping method: a – left end of the sleeper; b – sleeper center; 
c – right end of the sleeper. 

Fig. 9. Wave velocity ratios with the consideration of average value below sleeper ends, as well as sleeper center (top – side tamping; bottom – vertical tamping; the 
reference values are related to Phase 1 (uncompacted ballast)). 
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Different compactness values were inspected under the central part 
of the sleeper and under the sleeper’s ends with the wave velocities 
measurements. After the vertical tamping, the wave velocities were 
156.0 m/s for the left side and 140.7 m/s for the right side of the sleeper 
(1.109:1.000). Whereas after the side tamping, the velocities are higher 
and amount correspondingly to 162.2 m/s and 151.7 m/s (1.069:1.000). 
Thus the ballast compactness after the side tamping was about 7% 
higher than for the vertical tamping. However, the mean wave velocities 
after the ballast stabilization in phase 3 were almost equal for both 
tamping methods. The high increase of ballast compactness for the 
vertical tamping can be explained by the leveling of the ballast material 
that was unevenly transported with the tamping tines. The further sta-
bilization in phases 4 and 5 caused the increase of the compactness 
under both sleepers’ ends. However, the increase of the wave velocity 
was different for the ballast layers tamped with different methods. After 
phase 5, due to the high dynamic loading, the wave velocity amounted 
to 185.7 m/s and 200.5 m/s at both sleepers’ ends for the vertical 
tamping method (1.000:1.080). The velocities in the same zones for the 
side tamping method were 196.93 m/s and 210.6 m/s (1.000:1.070). 
Thus, the side tamping caused about 5–7% higher wave velocity and 
better compaction than the vertical tamping method. However, the 
difference was relatively low significant due to the high variation of 
measurement data. The difference can be explained with more homog-
enous ballast compactness and ballast height after the deep side tamp-
ing. On the other hand, the vertical tamping produced a local 
accumulation of ballast material at the end of sleepers and, at the same 
time, local ballast loosening. This fact is indirectly confirmed with a 
higher settlement intensity (Fig. 6) after the last phase for the vertical 
tamping case. The long-term cyclic tests and the photogrammetric 
measurements of ballast flow could receive a more insightful answer 
related to the better tamping method. These experimental studies are 

promising for future researches. 
In Fig. 9, the authors summarized their relevant results related to the 

introduced laboratory tests. In Fig. 9, the values that represent the re-
sults on sleeper ends are average values of the left and right sides. Fig. 9 
gives the calculated ratios where the reference base is the uncompacted 
state (i.e., phase 1). It is another depiction of Fig. 7. 

In Figs. 10 and 11, the results of Fig. 8 are represented similar to 
Fig. 9; hence there the reference base is the vertical tamping: in Fig. 10, 
the reference base is the values related to vertical tamping at each phase; 
in Fig. 11, the reference base is the value related to vertical tamping at 
Phase 1. Figs. 10 and 11 show the wave velocity ratios categorically to 
each case. 

3.3. Discrete element modeling 

3.3.1. Ballast tamping 
Fig. 12 presents the particles’ trajectories during the tamping cycles 

for two tamping cases. Both diagrams show that the particles are filling 
the void zone that appears after the sleeper lifting. However, the sizes of 
the particle flow zones are different. The flow zone for the vertical 
tamping is located in the upper part of the ballast layer. The bottom 10 
cm of the ballast is not disturbed. Thereby, the flow zone for the side 
tamping case is distributed over the whole ballast layer. Moreover, the 
particle flow is present under the middle part of the sleeper. 

Analysis of the sleeper support after the tamping shows adequate 
particles filling the void zone (Fig. 13). However, the sleeper support for 
the vertical tamping case presents a small partially supported zone 
under the middle part of the sleeper outside of the tamping tines zones. 
Additionally, the ballast filling between the sleepers and at both sides of 
the sleeper (Fig. 5) is different. 

Comparing the residual normal loadings on the particles after the 

Fig. 10. Wave velocity ratios with the consideration of loading phases, as well as tamping methods (top – average value of below sleeper ends; bottom – sleeper 
center; the reference base is the value related to vertical tamping at Phase 1). 
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tamping cycles (Fig. 14) shows quite different results. Fig. 14 presents 
the particles that carry more than 5% normal loading of the maximal one 
for the side tamping case. The particles colors from blue to red corre-
sponds to the loading variation from 5% to the maximal loading. It is 

clear that the stressed zone after the side tamping is much bigger than 
for the vertical tamping. This is because the maximally stressed zones 
are located at the bottom of the ballast bed. 

The quantitative comparison of the normal loading distribution 

Fig. 11. Wave velocity ratios with the consideration of loading phases, as well as tamping methods (above – average value of below sleeper ends; below – sleeper 
center; the reference base is the value related to vertical tamping at Phase 1). 

Fig. 12. Ballast particle trajectories during the vertical (top) and side tamping (bottom) cycle.  
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along the sleeper is presented in Fig. 15. The grey points correspond to 
the particles loading at the x-coordinate along with the sleeper. The 
maximal particle loadings are concentrated under the middle part of the 
sleeper. The loadings after the side tamping are more than three times 
higher than for the vertical tamping. 

The analysis of the mean normal loading along the sleeper (red line) 
allows identifying different zones of the loading. The down part of the 
loading corresponds to the own weight of the particles and the sleeper. 
Over the gravitational zone are the zones with the parabolic increase of 
the normal loading (blue line). The middle part of the line can be 
described with a horizontal line. The loading part is the residual loading. 
A similar process of the residual stresses was experimentally determined 
and analyzed in the paper [63]. The comparison of the residual normal 
loadings of the particles shows that the parameter for the side tamping is 
about 5 times higher than for the vertical tamping. The reason can be the 
higher compactness that can be reached in the ballast layer by the side 
tamping: the produced more stable ‘particle-skeleton’ structure (of the 
ballast layer) ensures the higher interlocking between the grains, as well 
as the higher residual stresses (see Figs. 14 and 15). 

3.3.2. DEM simulation of the elastic wave propagation under impact 
loading 

The previous section shows the evident differences in the stressed 
state of the ballast bed after the different tamping methods. However, 
the residual stresses are difficult to control in practical applications. 
Nowadays, different non-destructive methods are proposed in the 
studies [57,64–66] to control the material state using a kinematic 
interpretation of wave propagation. Other studies [67,68] propose the 
dynamic interpretation of propagated waves in the ballast layer to 
evaluate its compaction. Modeling the wave propagation in the track 
and the ballast bed is usually presented by FEM or BEM (i.e., finite 
element method and boundary element method) methods in the studies 
[69–71]. Another promising approach time-effective simulation, is 
based on the wave theory of stress propagation or wave ray theory that is 
presented by studies [56,72]. However, the simulations are concerned 

with the continuous media, but the ballast layer is a discrete one with a 
high variation of the grail geometrical properties. Therefore, in the 
present study, the properties of the elastic wave propagation in the 
compacted ballast layer are studied in this section. The same DEM model 
is used for modeling the impact test. The loading is brought in the under- 
rail zone of the sleeper over the area 10 × 10 cm in a short time (Fig. 16). 
The wave propagation over the particles is studied. 

The wavefront propagation in the different time moments after the 
impact for two tamping methods is shown in Fig. 17. The particles with 
an impact velocity of more than 0.1% of the maximal one are visualized. 
Additionally, the different absolute velocity is shown within a blue-red 
colormap. Both diagrams show the increase of the velocity front sizes 
during the time. However, the front sizes and form for the vertical and 
the side tamping ways are different. In the overall comparison of the 
front sizes for the vertical (Fig. 17, left) and the side tamping (Fig. 17, 
right), the volume of the wavefront for the side one is noticeably more 
extensive than for the vertical tamping. The wave propagation front for 
the vertical tamping has a spherical form typical for the homogenous 
media. Thereby, the wavefront for the side tamping is stretched hori-
zontally along with the sleeper with the prevailing direction to the 
ballast bed middle side. 

Additionally, combinations of particles can be observed that corre-
spond to the stress transmission three that is typical for the compacted 
ballast material. It is evident that the wave propagation speed for ver-
tical tamping is higher. A possible explanation of the inhomogeneous 
wave propagation with acceleration in the direction inside the ballast 
bed middle part could be the different ballast material compaction due 
to the other stressed states (Figs. 14 and 15). 

The quantitative estimation of the vertical components of the wave 
velocities along the ballast bed depth under the impact location is pre-
sented as the conventional geotechnical diagrams in Fig. 18. The ballast 
wave arrival moments lines over the ballast depth correspond to the 
velocities. Despite some outliers in the wave ToF, there are clear trends 
of the first wave within the depth 20–35 cm. Therefore, the waves could 
be interpreted as pressure waves. The wave velocity for the side tamping 
is about 36% higher than for the vertical tamping. The velocities 
correspond to the reference literature [58] for the rock materials. The 
outliers could be explained on the one side with the different lateral 
particle positions in the considered vertical ballast column under the 
impact position. On the other side, Fig. 17 shows clearly that the wave 
path is not straight. Therefore, the conventional geotechnical presen-
tation should be considered as very approximate. The wave propagation 
under the 20 mm depth shows a wave dispersion. The quite distinct 
dispersion for Fig. 18, right, could be interpreted as the shear wave. The 
evident absence of the shear wave in Fig. 18, left could be supposed with 
its long delay that is outside the diagram time range. The experimentally 
measured ToF could be explained as the shear waves arrivals. However, 
it should be noted that the experimentally measured low ToFs using the 
low-frequency accelerometers ADXL355 could be subjected to the sys-
tematic error due to the measurement time delay compared. Thus, the 
absolute wave velocities in the experiment and in the simulation are not 
directly comparable. 

Fig. 13. Ballast particle filling the void after the vertical (top) and side tamping (bottom) cycle.  

Fig. 14. Ballast particle subjected to significant (>5% of maximal) normal 
loadings after the vertical (top) and side tamping (bottom) cycle. 
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4. Conclusions and further research possibilities 

This study evaluated ballast layer compactness and the ballast layer 
settlements considering two tamping methods; were vertical tamping 
and side tamping technologies. The following conclusions can be drawn 
based on the prepared investigation (laboratory tests):  

1. Maximal compactness of the ballast layer can be achieved under the 
middle part of the sleeper, and it does not depend on the method of 
ballast compaction.  

2. The ballast compactness under the sleeper ends is up to 18% lower 
than under the central part of the sleeper; it is certified that it highly 
depends on the ballast tamping method.  

3. The pressure wave velocity in the ballast under both sides of the 
sleeper is 5–7% higher for the side tamping method than for the 
vertical tamping.  

4. Ballast settlement intensity after the vertical tamping is higher than 
after the side tamping; the approximate ratio is about 2.0. 

The authors received valuable results and experiences with the 
discrete element modeling; the main results are the following: 

Fig. 15. Ballast residual pressure distribution along with the sleeper after the vertical (top) and side tamping (bottom) cycle.  

Fig. 16. Wave propagation velocity field for the case of vertical tamping.  
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1. The DEM was adequate for simulation of the executed laboratory 
tests in MATLAB; both the deformation (displacement) of the system, 
both the compactness of the ballast layer were able to be modeled.  

2. After the side tamping, there was no void zone below the sleeper’s 
center, which results in modified support conditions that have to be 
considered in the design phase of the reinforced concrete sleepers 
due to the flexural crackings at the top center of the sleepers because 
of the high negative bending moment.  

3. The comparison of the residual normal loadings of the particles 
showed that the parameter for the side tamping is about five times 
higher than for the vertical tamping. The reason can be the higher 
compactness that can be reached in the ballast layer by the side 
tamping: the produced more stable ‘particle-skeleton’ structure en-
sures the higher interlocking between the grains and the higher re-
sidual stresses.  

4. The wavefront propagation in the different time moments after the 
impact for two tamping methods was calculated. The quantitative 
estimation of the vertical components of the wave velocities along 
the ballast bed depth under the impact location was presented as the 
conventional geotechnical diagrams, which are only approxima-
tions. The ballast wave arrival moments lines over the ballast depth 
correspond to the velocities.  

5. Despite some outliers in the wave ToF, there are clear trends of the 
first wave within the depth 20–35 cm. The waves could be inter-
preted as pressure waves. The wave velocity for the side tamping is 
about 36% higher than for the vertical tamping.  

6. The outliers could be explained on the one side with the different 
lateral particle positions in the considered vertical ballast column 

under the impact position. The wave propagation under the 20 mm 
depth shows a wave dispersion. The quite distinct dispersion of the 
ToF results, right could be interpreted as the shear wave. The evident 
absence of the shear wave could be supposed with its long delay that 
is outside the diagram time range. 

The authors set themselves the aim to continue their research as 
improvements: 

1. The tamping methods can be investigated and assessed by photo-
grammetric measurements of ballast flow during long-term cyclic 
tests.  

2. Advanced discrete element models can be built in which different 
PSD (particle size distribution) of ballast aggregate, sophisticated 
particle shapes, accurate vehicle loading characteristics, etc., can be 
considered.  

3. Field tests to be able to validate laboratory tests, as well as discrete 
element models. 
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